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Style Sizes

Colours

Description

Angelica Scarf

42592

One size fits all

Lilac Print, Brown
Print

Lightweight scarf in colourful animal print is lightly padded in front for volume effect. Elastic
back band gathers at neckline for extra coverage. Reversible print/solid and long sashes
create many different looks. 100% Cotton

Begonia Scarf

42597

One size fits all

Blue/Dark Blue,
Light Red Copper

This scarf in a playful floral print is designed with full back sashes that offer extra protection or
can be used for creative tying. Two smaller sashes on the sides help create a fashionable
look. Wide elastic back band gathers at back for a secure fit.

Geranium Cap

42763

One size fits all

Brown, Lilac/Plum

You’ll look lovely in this all-cotton textured knit cap that fits securely and keeps you warm.
Create a fashionable look for any outfit with this delightful style. 100% Cotton

Hibiscus Scarf

42595

One size fits all

Grey/Violet,
Beige/Brown

Fashion options are plentiful with this lightweight scarf in a neutral geometric print. Lightly
padded in front for volume effect. Elastic back band offers a secure fit. Short sashes fit
through loop in back for easy tying. 100% Cotton.

Hortensia Turban

42588

One size fits all

Black, Ivory, Indigo

Lightweight knit turban is ideal for at home and casual wear. Elastic back band offers a secure
fit. Available in three neutral colours for ultimate versatility. 95% Viscose, 5% Spandex

Lavender Scarf

42598

One size fits all

Blue/Navy,
Red/Rose

Easy everyday scarf in an ornamental print that fits many fashion styles. Elastic back band
gathers at neckline. Long sashes offer versatility with tying options. Long sashes offer
versatility with tying options.

Rose Scarf

42764

One size fits all

Red

Flirty cap with floral appliqué creates a fashionable flair while keeping you warm. Breathable
cotton makes this cap ideal for indoor and outdoor wear. 100% Cotton

Silk Embroidered Scarf

42617

One size fits all

Black

Beautiful Silk Embroidered Long Scarf from Amoena Mastectomy comes with long ribbons.

Tulip Scarf

42781

One size fits all

Black, Ivory,
Magenta

Scarf with short ties (25cm) and loop at the back. Supersoft fabric with flexible fit. Lightly
padded at the front to add volume. 95% bamboo viscose, 5% spandex.
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